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1. OVERVIEW OF THIS SHARE OFFER
You are invited to invest in Sustainable Energy 24 Ltd (SE24), a co-operatively owned social enterprise that generates
renewable electricity and assists in energy efficiency installations for the benefit of the local community in South-East
London. We believe that communities, regardless of financial resources, should have access to, and benefit from,
affordable low-carbon technologies.
This document should be read in conjunction with the Share Offer Application Form (Annex D) which tells you how
to make an investment.
Why we need this money
Following applications to the GLA’s London Community Energy Fund (LCEF), SE24 was awarded funding to
investigate the feasibility of a solar PV installation on roofs at The Charter School North Dulwich, a large local
secondary school which is part of The Charter Schools Educational Trust (TCSET)1. SE24 also secured GLA capital
grant funding for LED installation at this school and a second installation at the Charles Dickens Primary School in
Borough, which is also part of the same Trust. SE24 has received grants of £14,300 for the solar PV investigation and
£56,300 in total for approximately one-third of the total capital cost of the two LED installations.
We are grateful for the support provided by the GLA, which recognises the support and commitment that Community
Energy organisations can make to meet Climate Change targets in London and across the UK, whilst delivering long
term benefits to local communities.
We are now moving forward to fulfil these ambitions and raise the money we need to meet the project development
and capital costs not met by these LCEF grants.
Through this share offer we are seeking to raise the balance of the capital we need £240,000 to fund the installation of
325 roof-top solar photovoltaic (PV) panels at The Charter School North Dulwich, London SE24 (a 117 kW peak
installation) and 2 LED lighting installations: one at Charter School, North Dulwich (providing approximately 1,750
LEDs/fittings), the other at Charles Dickens Primary School, Borough (providing some 140 LEDs/fittings).
Some costs have yet to be finalised but provisionally our £240,000 capital raised will be allocated: £102,900 to the
solar project; £132,500 to the LED projects with a £4,600 contingency in case of any installation cost over-runs.
To-date, we have pledges of £100k towards this target from existing SE24 shareholders, team members and friends.
The benefits of these projects
The solar installation at the Charter School North Dulwich (CSND) will generate up to around 95 Megawatt-hour
(MWhs) of clean solar electricity and save approximately 22 metric tonnes of CO2 emissions annually. Moreover,
after meeting SE24 charges to recover costs of the investment and operation, CSND will save around £150,000 in
electricity costs over 25 years.
Together with our installer manager Joju Ltd we have agreed to source a proportion of our solar panels from a
certified European producer to encourage such producers and facilitate a movement to more certifiably best

1

https://www.tcset.org.uk/
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employment practice producers. This has raised procurement costs by few percentage points, but this feels in line with
our CBS, environmental and long-term sustainable objectives.
The LED installations at CSND and Charles Dickens schools will save in aggregate about 130 MWhs of electricity
consumption annually (i.e., around 15% of current electricity usage) and save approximately 30 metric tonnes of CO2
emissions annually. Moreover, the LED installations will save the schools over £6,000 per year in electricity costs
over the 10-year contract term after meeting SE24 charges to recover the costs of installation and spares.
These 25- and 10-year horizons reflect the dependable life expectancies of respectively the solar and LED assets. The
cost savings will enable the two schools to direct more funds to meeting the core needs of their users and the
communities they serve.
Investment Timescale
The investment opportunity has 2 different time horizons. The 2 LED projects have a 10-year contract, so the investor
payback horizon is 10 years. For the solar PV project at CSND the proposed contract duration is 16 years, but investor
payback is scheduled to take place within 15 years.
This reflects the much longer asset life of solar panels (normally 25 years) as compared with around 10-15 years
typically expected from LED lighting.
Accordingly, this Share Offer has 2 different payback horizons: 10 years for the LED projects (which absorb some
60% of the total funds raised) and 15 years for the Solar PV project. Unless the share offer is under-subscribed, as
explained below, investors would be investing in all three projects (one solar and two LED), on a pro rata basis.
Priority allocation
If the share offer is under-subscribed and we do not reach our £240,000 target we will give priority to completing the
LED schemes because we have received GLA capital grants. In that event, we would allocate subscribed capital to
complete the LED projects and return any excess funds to such investors. We would then intend to launch a further,
separate share offer at a later date to finance the installation of the solar project.
By investing in this share offer you will also be helping us to generate revenue from the projects for our Community
Fund, which has been running for three years and is used to assist in projects aimed at tackling fuel poverty in South
London. Over 16 years, we expect these new projects to contribute some £60,000 to the Community Fund.
SE24’s finance-raising track record
We have a demonstrable track record of raising the funds we need. We have raised over £240,000 retained funds in
total so far. This will be SE24’s fifth finance raise.
•
•
•

Our first share offer, in 2016 raised and retained £41,301, sufficient finance to install 10 kW solar PV projects at
Herne Hill United Church and at Herne Hill Methodist Church Hall.
SE24’s second share offer in June 2017 raised £179,000, sufficient finance to install a 49kW solar PV systems at
St Christopher’s Hospice and 2 x 59kW at Dulwich College (on the Sports Centre and Lord George buildings).
SE24’s third finance raise was our successful to bid for £19,672 capital funding from the BA Carbon Energy fund
for our Walworth Road Methodist Church solar PV installation. Together with £5,000 internally generated funds
and SE24 reserves, this allowed the completion of that 25kW facility.
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•

In 2020 we enabled existing shareholders to exit, for personal reasons, with existing and new shareholders buying
£23,000 of the shares with some £7,000 from internally generated funds/SE24 reserves. This also demonstrated
our flexibility in allowing shareholder withdrawal and replacement (although this cannot be guaranteed – see
Section 9 Terms and Conditions).

Reasons to invest
If you invest in this offer you should benefit financially and become part of the evolving community energy
revolution.
•
•
•
•

SE24 will aim to pay 3% annual return on your investment.
You will help the schools direct more of their funds towards serving their users and community.
You will help make an impact on reducing local carbon emissions.
The projects you support will generate further contributions to our existing Community Fund.

Details
•
•
•
•

Share offer opens on 18 June 2021.
Share offer closes on 18 July 2021
Minimum investment per member: £250.
Maximum investment per member: £25,000.

If over-subscribed, then small investors (i.e. those investing between £250 and £1,000) will be given priority. Other
investors' allocations will be scaled back proportionately.
If under-subscribed we will prioritise the LED schemes, as set out above.
Risk and Security
Please note, as with all risk investments, these shares could lose some or all their value and they are not protected by
the Government’s Financial Services Compensation Scheme or the Financial Ombudsman Service. We are not a bank
or a regulated investment product provider.
To-date our performance to shareholders has delivered on prior expectations of returns with the single exception that
in 2020 we were required to re-consider shareholder payments due to lower-than-expected generation income that
would have compromised our operational reserve levels because of a) faults arising in the installations and delays in
correcting those faults and b) the impact of COVID-19 which reduced on-site consumption at our school and church
sites. The decision was made to stagger the 2020 shareholder payments into two parts with half of expected payments
paid on schedule in September 2020 and the remaining half of payments to be paid after Summer 2021 when our
generation performance will be clearer. On the basis of recent financial outcomes and projections it is likely these
second stage payments can be made. Our intention is that future payments will be made on or around the existing
schedule.
What drives actual shareholder payments is cash flow and our prudent reserve requirements. Our operational reserve
sum is £10,000. We need to have cash in the bank to pay for eventualities such as repair or equipment replacement
costs and any associated loss of income. This is especially important going into the winter period when little solar
generation revenue can be expected.
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We have projected the expected cash flow outcomes of the new projects with the existing SE24 portfolio. Free Cash
Flow provides sustained cover of expected payments to shareholders. In our relatively prudent base case over the
course of 16 years the Investor Payment Cover Ratio is 1.19. This ratio is calculated after allowing for additional
administration costs of £2000 per year to add to the sustainability of the organisation. Table A7 in Annex A provides a
summary picture.
For existing SE24 shareholders the new projects diversify risk and provide more robust cash flow security. For new
shareholders, joining the SE24 family gives access to projects with a proven track record.

2. THE SE24 STORY SO FAR
Sustainable Energy 24 Ltd (SE24) was formed in October 2014 by a group of Lambeth and Southwark residents. It
was formed as a Community Benefit Society in June 2015.
Our mission
Our mission is to enable communities to access the benefits of affordable low-carbon technologies, especially solar
PV systems on community buildings and LED replacement installations, where there are economies of scale in
installation and operation.
We collaborate with partners to deliver projects that will not only repay investors but also provide additional revenue
to fund projects to educate people about behaviour changes to reduce carbon emissions, increase energy efficiency and
tackle fuel poverty.
Our aims
•
•
•
•

Generate renewable and affordable energy in SE London that will mitigate the effects of Climate Change and
accelerate the transition to zero-carbon, decentralised electricity systems.
Build a sustainable business model that has a core focus on social responsibility and affordable energy
provision, which provides returns to investors.
Give community organisations access to lower cost, renewable energy and help them to reduce their energy
bills.
Generate a Community Fund to invest in projects related to Climate Change and tackling fuel poverty.

Our achievements
Our first two solar projects at Herne Hill United Church and Herne Hill Methodist Church Hall became operational in
November 2016. Since when we have completed installations at four other sites: St Christopher’s Hospice, Dulwich
College Sports Centre, Dulwich College Lord George Building, and Walworth Methodist Church.
SE24’s existing generation sites are marked in orange on the map on page 7. The proposed additions to our portfolio
are marked in purple.
We now have 212 kW of installed capacity with potential to generate 185 MWhs annually across our six current sites.
The benefits of these schemes are illustrated in the graphic on page 8.
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Charles Dickens Primary School, Borough

Charter School, North Dulwich
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Our partnerships
To deliver the LED projects, we are co-operating with South-East London Community Energy (SELCE), which is
providing an experienced project manager, whilst at the same time building up our own in-house capability for the
future. We are also working with SELCE and CREW Energy of Wandsworth to share this experience with other
London-based Community Energy organisations.
Our future
Over the next 2-3 years, SE24 intends to build a portfolio of solar PV projects and LED projects totalling some 600
kWp capacity to enable it to build up the Community Fund and fulfil its aims and support more LED projects in
community buildings. Further share offers will be launched to finance these projects.

3. OUR LEGAL STRUCTURE
Sustainable Energy 24 Ltd is registered as a Community Benefit Society (CBS) under the Cooperative and
Community Benefit Societies Act 2014 (Society number 7152). Our rules are based on Cooperatives UK model rules
and are available from our website http://www.se24.co.uk/files/2021/05/Registration_of_New_Society-1.pdf
SE24 is a trading entity that aims to generate a financial surplus whilst undertaking work that benefits the community
in line with our mission and aims.
The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) is the regulator that ensures our organisation complies with this Act. The
FCA has the power to cancel the registration of a Society if it does not comply with relevant legislation.
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The FCA is also responsible for regulating financial promotions, but CBSs are exempt from most of these regulations
and consequently this share offer is not regulated by these bodies. We are however required under regulations for
CBSs to lay out the risks and opportunities made available through this investment, and this is one of the key
objectives of this document.

4. THE SE24 TEAM
The Directors and advisers in our broader team bring a range of professional experience and expertise to SE24.
Alan Jones – SE24 Chair and Technical Director
Alan worked in the field of educational building economics, design and management for most of his professional
career. He strongly believes in the contribution that renewable energy can make towards a more sustainable and just
society for future generations. He has lived in Herne Hill for over 30 years.
Mark Hughes – Energy Market Expert, SE24 Treasurer and technical Director
Mark spent 25 years leading various teams in Power and Utilities in PriceWaterhouseCoopers. Until 2015, Mark was a
member of the Department of Energy and Climate Change Expert Group advising on the new support structure for
large scale low carbon generation. He retired from PwC in June 2013 but still advises businesses in the power and
utility sector as an independent consultant on economic, financial and contractual matters. He was born in South
London and has lived here for over 60 years. He is the Administrative Chairman of Dulwich and West Norwood
Climate Coalition campaigning for action and behaviour change to protect against further climate change. Mark has
been Trustee of a local youth charity and Treasurer Governor of a local primary school. The SE24 solar organisation
allows him to combine his sector experience and technical skills with his local community focus with friends he has
known for many years.
Harriet Lamb CBE – SE24 Vice-Chair and Director
Harriet is CEO of Ashden, which sponsors and rewards creative responses to climate change. She brings experience of
running not-for-profit organisations (including Fair Trade Foundation and International Alert), fundraising and
communication skills and a passion for how each of us can all contribute social change. Her work has been recognised
by being awarded a CBE, Credit Suisse Businesswoman of the Year and Cosmopolitan Eco-Queen!
Jim Belben – SE24 Company Secretary and Director
Jim is a publisher by profession and a company director and has lived in South London for over 35 years. He is
SE24’s Company Secretary and leads on publicity and communication with partners and investors. He has a passion
for local organisation and community action. He has organised charity cycle rides and fundraising for the past 15 years
and has seen the way that working together with others can make a difficult goal achievable and fun.
Colin Crooks MBE – Social enterprise guru and SE24 Director
Colin has a successful track record in establishing and running social enterprises. He was Chief Executive & founder
of Tree Shepherd, which promotes and supports enterprise in the UK’s most marginalised communities. He is the
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author of “How to Make a Million Jobs – A Charter for Social Enterprise”. Previously, he set up & ran GreenWorks,
which employed marginalised groups, including homeless people & ex-offenders, and was the first business to recycle
office furniture on an industrial scale.
Paul Hallas – Energy professional and SE24 Director
Paul is a seasoned energy sector professional with over 35 years’ experience across commercial, strategic,
regulation/policy and business leadership roles. He has lived in SE24 since 1994 and has been a Director of SE24
since mid-2019. Having first joined the energy industry in 1982, he later spent 7 years with a leading firm of
management consultants, leading and delivering projects for UK and international energy sector clients. Paul re-joined
the industry in 1994 and worked for Centrica from 1997 to the end of 2019. Paul has been a Non-Executive Director
and an Advisory Board member since 2017 at IRT Surveys, an innovative small business providing a range of energy
efficiency services for residential and commercial buildings. He is also an independent energy consultant with a strong
focus on the transition to Net Zero.
Laura Wilson – Community Energy professional and SE24 Director
Laura has been involved in the community energy sector for the past five years but has a wide and diverse background
in sustainability. She is currently Head of Community at the energy transition charity Pure Leapfrog where she leads
on projects that ensure local communities are a key part of the transition towards a zero-carbon economy. At SE24,
she has secured a number of grants that have enabled us to develop new projects and opportunities and helps build
partnerships with other community energy groups in London. Originally from South Wales, she has lived in South
London for 15 years.
Eroll McDonald – Planning and building regulation expert
Eroll has been a building surveyor for almost 30 years in the public and private sectors. In his previous local authority
role, he covered construction works in the SE24 area. In his current role as technical director at MLM he has been
involved in approval for the large solar panel community energy projects on the Loughborough and Brixton Hill
Estates. He has always been interested in sustainable construction and was an energy assessor producing SAP reports
on energy performance of dwellings.
Angus Hanton – Community entrepreneur
Angus is a Herne Hill based entrepreneur with a storage business and a forestry enterprise. He has also invested
significantly in solar power in Germany and in the UK. The solar panels on his house produce more electricity than
the family use, and he aims progressively to eliminate his carbon footprint.
Dr Paul Chambers – Climate change professional
Paul has worked for more than 20 years on energy and climate policy at the Department of Energy and Climate
Change and for three years was seconded to the British Embassy in Jakarta as Senior Energy and Climate Change
Advisor, working on clean energy programmes in Indonesia. In addition to his knowledge of UK government policies
on energy, he brings to SE24 his knowledge of the global implications of carbon emissions and the need to reduce
them by the use of renewable energy and energy conservation.
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Councillor Margy Newens – Community activist
Margy spent 20 years trading agricultural commodities for multinational corporations before deciding to move into the
non-profit sector. She now works on developing corporate partnerships for Pump Aid, a small international
development NGO which sets up and supports small businesses in Malawi to provide sustainable solutions to
exceptionally poor access to safe water and sanitation. She has lived in South London for 22 years and represents
Dulwich on Southwark Council. She comments: ‘The planet needs to produce the same amount of food in the next 40
years as we have in the past 8,000 years, whilst the available area of productive land is fast diminishing due to
pollution and climate change. That should be enough to scare anyone into action!
James Mudie – Energy utility professional
James is a Biology graduate who volunteered with SE24 before moving on to join one of the leading innovative newer
UK energy supply companies. During his time with SE24, he met with current and potential future partners and
worked on our online content, admin and communication. He commented: ‘I see this as great opportunity to take a
role in an exciting and growing organisation working in an area that I am passionate about. SE24 provides an
opportunity for me not only to learn about sustainable energy, but also to be part of a community. Quite apart from the
obvious benefits of this scheme for the environment, partners and investors, I think that the act of putting solar panels
on buildings shared by the community sends a message that people do care and that change is possible.’
Nadia Smith – LED project leader
Nadia is Sustainable Futures Manager at South-East London Community Energy (SELCE) based in Greenwich and
Lewisham and has spent part of her time working in co-operation with SE24 on recent LED lighting initiatives
following our successful bid for GLA grant support under the third tranche of their London Community Energy Fund
(LCEF 3). Nadia was the Community Energy England Young Champion 2019. She joined SELCE with a wealth of
relevant experience from working with Community for Renewables CIC as a project coordinator, and the Renewable
Energy Association as a policy analyst, where she engaged with industry and government to champion
entrepreneurship and grow the renewable energy and clean tech sector. She runs SELCE’s ‘LED-ing The Way!’ and
Future Fit Homes projects, and in her spare time likes drawing and outdoor activities.
Of the above team members, Alan Jones, Harriet Lamb, Jim Belben, Laura Wilson, Paul Hallas, Colin Crooks and
Mark Hughes are Directors and form the Board of SE24 responsible for SE24 decisions. Apart from Nadia Smith, who
is funded by LCEF grant, all team members are volunteers who receive no remuneration for their SE24 work.
Joju Ltd – Solar PV Supply and installation team
The supply and installation of the solar PV systems at CSND will be carried out by Joju Ltd (see: www.joju.co.uk)
who were selected as SE24’s Maintenance Provider in a competitive tender last year.
The company has extensive experience of installation in schools and in the types of solar PV scheme selected for the
CSND site. They are a London-based Micro Generation Certification Scheme-registered company that complies with
the Renewable Energy Consumer Code. Our Technical Directors are working closely with Joju to ensure that we
receive the best possible equipment and that all installations are optimally specified.
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Joju will obtain prices for 3 alternative competitively priced and suitable products for the major parts (panels and
inverters) as well as alternative suppliers and installer sub-contractors where feasible, having in mind the installation
window.
LED installation team
The supply and retrofit of LED lighting at both CSND and CDS will be carried out by Electrical Power Solutions UK
Ltd (see: www.electricalpowersolutions.co.uk) who were selected as the installer through a competitive tender carried
out this year. The company has extensive experience of a range of electrical contractor works and specifically the
design and installation of LED lighting schemed in commercial sites. They are a Swanley-based SME set up by
brothers Ben and Tom, with over 10 years’ experience in the industry. They are also a NICEIC accredited contractor
and are well versed in legislation around emergency lighting. Our team are working closely with EPS UK Ltd to
ensure that the lighting installations are completed to a high standard in line with lighting regulations, and they have
also recently completed work with our partner organisation SELCE on a similar project at another Southeast London
school.
LED Partnership with SELCE
Our LED-ing The Way! Project has been developed in partnership with our neighbouring community energy
enterprise, Southeast London Community Energy Co-op (SELCE), based in Greenwich, to enable us to expand into a
financially attractive, new area of business which is complementary to our solar work.
Through the Mayor of London’s Community Energy Fund (LCEF) we were funded to work alongside SELCE to
develop an LED lighting business offer, with learning from our westerly neighbours at Community Renewable Energy
Wandsworth (CREW) who have completed a number of LED lighting retrofit projects across a range of community
buildings.
We have spent the past year working with SELCE to develop the business plan, models, system and procedures
required to create a robust and professional program for the LED lighting retrofit offer. In its nature, the business
model is extremely similar to the community funded solar panel offer, which includes lighting system retrofit design,
installation, project management and financing. The only aspect it does not include which the solar includes, is
ongoing maintenance, which is carried out by the sites themselves as most sites employ staff which are carrying out
this work currently.
This Partnership has enabled SE24 to diversify into the LED field by learning from and co-opting a SELCE Director
(Nadia Smith) to help deliver the LED schemes. In all other respects the two will remain as separate organisations - to
raise their own funding and deliver their own local community ambitions and objectives though staying in touch and
being open to learn best practice from each other.
Fuel Poverty Alleviation Partnerships
We have also worked with SELCE and with Repowering, a Brixton-based Community Energy organisation, in
delivering projects to help those in fuel poverty including in draught prevention and insulation work and in providing
energy advice and help for particular households experiencing fuel poverty.
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5. COMMUNITY SUPPORT FOR SE24 AND ITS PROJECTS
Since our inception we have actively sought to collaborate with local residents.
In July 2014, SE24 used a market stall at Herne Hill Market to explain how solar PV works and carried out a survey of
people seeking their views on sustainable energy. Later in the month SE24 was officially launched at the Salvation
Army College in Denmark Hill. This was attended by 40 residents with Helen Hayes MP as SE24’s keynote speaker.
Those attending both events were enthusiastic about our proposals and keen to see the community benefit from solar
electricity. They also felt that this should be coupled with an equal focus on energy justice issues and work to address
fuel poverty. It is for this reason that fuel poverty alleviation work holds equal prominence within our statements on
renewable generation and demand reduction.
SE24 has also been a prominent supporter of Dulwich and West Norwood Climate Coalition of which Helen Hayes is
its patron and which has organised climate conferences with external expert speakers and significant local
participation each year since 2015. The next event is planned for 9 October 2021 in the run-up to COP 26, the key
international UN conference on Climate Change which is being hosted in Glasgow this year.
In the years since our formation, we have held annual meetings inviting public participation, with external speakers.
Our site owning partners have hosted such occasions, including St Christopher’s Hospice, Herne Hill United Church,
Herne Hill Methodist Church Hall and Walworth Road Methodist Church Hall.
Our next SE24 Public Meeting will be held via Zoom on Tuesday 6 July 2021 from 7.00 pm. Click here to register.

6. THE 2021 PROJECTS
The GLA’s London Community Energy Fund (LCEF), awarded SE24 £14,300 to investigate the feasibility of a large
solar PV installation at Charter School North Dulwich, which is part of The Charter Schools Educational Trust
(TCSET). Working with the school we have concluded that this is feasible and are now seeking a further £102,900
capital funding through this share offer to procure and install 117kw of roof-top solar photovoltaic (PV) panels on
various roofs at the school.
LCEF also awarded us £56,300 being one-third of the total capital cost of converting two school sites to LED lighting.
At Charter School, North Dulwich, this will convert part of the site that has not yet been converted (around 2/3rds of
the school or 1,750 LEDs/fittings). Similarly at Charles Dickens Primary School in Borough, which is also part of the
same Trust, we will convert the parts of the site that have not yet been converted (providing 140 LEDs/fittings). We
need to raise a further (£132,500) to complete these two projects.
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The pictures below from our pilot LED project at John Ball Primary School show the difference the LED lighting can
make.
Old lighting

New LED lighting

Subject to a successful share offer, both installations would be completed during the school summer holidays 2021.
We are seeking to raise a total of £240,000 including a £4,600 contingency in case of any installation problems which
lead to cost over-runs.

7. REASONS TO INVEST IN THE 2021 PROJECTS
These projects have a range of economic, social and environmental benefits.
You will help our local schools to save money.
As described earlier, our TCSET partners will benefit from reduced electricity costs on both school sites. In due
course, we expect to develop educational tools around climate change and the contribution that these SE24-funded
schemes can add to reducing the carbon footprint of the schools. For the Solar PV scheme, we expect to have a live
display panel on site at the Charter School North Dulwich, showing the generation output and associated CO2 savings.
You will help the SE24 Community Fund to alleviate fuel poverty in SE London.
Over the 10 and 16 years of the contracts for these projects in our Base Case projections (see Table in Annex A) we
expect to accumulate £60,000 in reserves which are available for the Community Fund. We expect to distribute this
money to projects/activities designed to:
•
•
•

promote more renewable energy investment;
provide advice and education on energy efficiency and carbon reduction strategies that will have beneficial
impacts on Climate Change and the environment;
make tangible improvements to the situation of those living in fuel poverty in SE London.
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We have already been engaged in these activities as described above. In due course this will involve working to help
households who cannot afford to keep their homes warm in winter. We have already framed our specific plans in more
detail and in the last 3 years we have disbursed some £6,000.
You will help the UK work towards Net Zero by reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
The need to tackle climate change and the transition to a low-carbon energy system is one of the principal challenges
facing our generation - and the next. Virtually every unit of electricity that is generated renewably displaces electricity
from fossil fuels. Generating electricity renewably results in a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions associated with
use of fossil fuels.
You will put your savings to profitable use.
Based upon our financial forecasts, SE24 aims to pay a 3% annual interest rate to members and full capital repayment
by end of Year 10 with respect to the LED schemes and by end of Year 15 with respect to the Solar PV project.
Our shares attract Business Property Relief, meaning currently they may be exempt from Inheritance Tax, provided
the shares have been held for at least two years. See https://www.gov.uk/business-relief-inheritance-tax for further
guidance.
Please see the Share Offer Terms and Conditions (Section 9 below) for conditions under which shares can be
withdrawn or nominated to someone else in the event of your death and the risks associated with the offer.
The 3% return offer is less than the 4% return offer in our prior Share Offers. There are 2 main reasons for this.
Market rates have fallen. Moreover, investors in these new projects will benefit from the share dividend and
repayment assurance delivered by the income generated by the existing completed and operational portfolio of
projects as well as the cash flow generated by the new projects.
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8. PROJECT FINANCES
This section covers the current financial health of SE24, and how the new projects will work for SE24 and its
investors.
SE24 Financial History
Highlights from our 2019 Financial Accounts include
•
•
•

The addition of 25 kWp of solar PV capacity at the Walworth Rd Methodist Church. London SE5
The increase of our generation income to £26,600 in the year ending December 2019 compared to £18,543 a
year earlier,
A reduction in our on-going liabilities to service shareholder obligations since we have managed to reduce our
shareholder capital via a buy-out arrangement.

This has improved our financial position. But there have also been adverse income impacts in the course of 2020
from: a) a reduction in the availability of some of our sites’ generation; and b) Covid-related income reductions from
the church and school sites that have had to close which has reduced on-site consumption.
Despite these adverse income impacts, SE24 income in 2020 and expected income from generation in 2021 is above
that projected in the June 2017 public share offer as illustrated below, in the main because we have commissioned the
additional solar PV system at Walworth Rd Methodist Church. And, since September 2020, we have instigated
changes in our maintenance provider in the appointment of Joju Ltd to provide those services with a more responsive
metering and monitoring regime and a quicker intervention and correction service in the event of equipment failure.

Income per year (£000’s)

2019

2020

2021

Forecasts at the time of
the June 2017 Share Offer

24.9

25.2

25.5

Actuals, estimates and
projections

26.6 (actual)

25 (estimate)

27.4 (forecast)

Further details on SE24’s historic financial performance is available in the Accounts, including the Directors’ Report,
for the year ending 31st December 2019 from our website here:
https://www.se24.co.uk/files/2021/06/SE24-Accounts-2019-V9-signed-2.pdf
The accounts for the year ending 31st December 2020 are currently being finalised and checked in readiness for our
AGM on 30 June 2021 and should be available around 23 June 2021.
In later sections of this Share Offer document, we lay out both the expected financial performance expectations of the
existing portfolio of SE24 investments, the incremental additions of the new LED and Solar PV additions and what
the combined portfolio will be expected to achieve.
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This is important from 3 perspectives.
•

•

•

All SE24 investors and all projects and schemes that are invested in are mutually supported. For example, if
the new solar PV system at TCSET’s North Dulwich site experiences installation delays which create issues
with recovering revenues and/or if the projects require any replacement of defective components, then the
continued incomes from other sites can support planned investor payments.
So new investors into SE24 (specifically with respect to this latest Share Offer) have this comfort that their
expected investor returns will be backed up by the existing portfolio of SE24 assets with a track record of
delivery even if the new investments and the equipment have some teething problems.
Also existing investors in SE24 need some satisfaction that the new investments proposed in this Share Offer
do not adversely compromise the return expectation that they invested in previous Share Offers.

Moving Forward: The planned programme, leases and triggers for cash drawdown.
We are currently in advanced discussions with TCSET on the detailed installation plans for the LED and solar
projects. The former includes finalising the proposed new fittings vs lamp replacements configurations, and the latter
includes making connections to the site AC power and IT systems (which will enable constant remote monitoring of
the solar PV systems) ahead of the installation of the PV systems themselves.
For the LED schemes there are 10-Year Lighting Services Agreements (LSA) for each of the schools. These define
SE24’s obligations to survey and finalise the design of the LED systems (including the number of spares), as well as
the procurement, access, installation and final commissioning arrangements. These details remain to be finalised and
agreed with our preferred installation contractor. The LSAs also lay out obligations on TCSET to pay a quarterly fee
to repay the investment and build in a contribution to SE24’s Community Fund.
For the Solar PV project there is a Lease (including an embodied Power Purchase Agreement) with TCSET, which is
necessary to give SE24 the legal rights to access the roof spaces and to install, operate and maintain the solar panels
over the 16 years of our contract and determine the prices we receive for electricity consumed on the premises.
The LSAs and Lease specify the terms and conditions of these relationships with TCSET and will be signed prior to
committing financial resources to procuring equipment and starting installations. They are legal conditions precedent
(CPs) for the cash drawdown following the closure of the share offer.
SE24 Directors' commitment to provide a 3% rate of return is limited to the cash drawn down from shareholders’
investments. In the event of a delay in completing the LSAs or Lease, the draw-downs will be staggered until such
legal arrangements are completed and relevant CPs are met. However, whether part of an early or later draw-down
commitment, all members in a successful drawdown will receive the same £ per £1000 pay-out at the same dates as all
the investors on the relevant commitment dates, reflecting the different £ per £1000 pay-outs for the LED and the solar
PV projects.
If CPs are not met and projects do not go ahead then investor monies will be returned. SE24 pay-out obligations will
only apply to investor monies drawn down and applied to completed installations.
We intend to complete installations within the summer months, but in the event of any delays, later installation
completion dates may be adopted. It is not expected that later dates will be beyond December 2021.
One area of potential programme risk is in relation to the time needed to obtain Department for Education (DfE)
consent for the solar lease agreement. Although we have received some recent informal reassurance from the DfE,
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experience from other community energy group projects shows that this can be a lengthy process. We also understand
that the lease will require consent from the Dulwich Estates, which owns the freehold on which the North Dulwich
school is located. If consents are not obtained by 19th July it will delay the summer installation programme. To
mitigate this risk SE24 proposes to agree a temporary licence with TCSET pending DfE consent for the lease. (A
licence approach has been adopted for other community energy schools’ solar projects, but the greater legal certainty
provided by a lease means that this remains our preferred form of agreement for the longer term.) Should consent not
be obtained by 19th July the licence will enable SE24 to take legal possession of the roofs and instruct the
installer. As soon as DfE consent is obtained the licence will be superseded by the lease. We are not expecting major
issues, but this approach remains to be agreed with The Charter Schools Educational Trust. In view of that fact, we
propose to send round a short Addendum to potential investors in around 7-10 days’ time to confirm the agreed way
forward on this issue.
Table 1. Development and Installation Costs and Funding for LED Projects
LED Aggregate Base Case
There are limited expected development costs for the LED schemes and no ongoing operating costs since in the 10year operating term it is expected that the spares that are provided as part of the installation process will be used by
on-site or school-contracted maintenance schemes.
£s (ex. VAT)

CSND

Install costs
Project management
Grant Funding
Required Funding

CD

Total

149,600

29,160

178,760

6,500

3,500

10,000

44,861

11,386

56,247

111,239

21,274

132,513

Table 2: Costing and Pricing for LED projects
The investor payment requirements for the £132,513 using a 10-year annuity repayment profile at an interest rate of
3% and a Community Fund contribution of £1,200 annually are profiled below. The seasonal (quarterly) pattern of
pricing in the contract is intended to reflect the expected utilisation of lighting at the two schools, i.e., higher in winter
than in summer. These quarterly payments are paid every quarter for the 10-year lives of the LSA.
£
Investor payments (£117.23 per
annum per £1,000 invested)
Contribution to Community Fund

15,535
1,200

Annual Contract Price to SE24
(and seasonal pattern)

16,735

Q1: 5,020

Q2: 3,347

Q3: 3,347

Q4: 5,020
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Table 3. Development, installation and operating costs for Solar PV at CSND
Solar PV development and installation costs, £
Development costs

14,300

(covered by LCEF Grant £14,300)

Installation Costs

102,900 (to be raised by share offer)

Solar PV operating costs, £ per annum
Insurance

375

Maintenance

800

Project management and admin

625

Total

1,800

Investor payment for the £102,900 using a 15-year annuity repayment profile at an interest rate of 3% are profiled
below.
Investor payments (at £83.77 per annum per £1,000 invested) £ per annum

£8,619

Financial Projections
Financial modelling has been undertaken to assess the financial viability of the projects over the 10 and 16-year
durations of the LED LSAs and the Solar Lease. This is shown in Annex A for both project types and for the
consolidated SE24 portfolio including the new projects.
While this modelling and analysis has been subject to due diligence reviews they are still based on assumptions,
especially in the instance of the Solar PV project. Examples of this include the amount of solar generation (which is
weather-dependent) and the future electricity price received for solar output which cannot be used on-site. If these
assumptions prove to be incorrect over time then returns to both the Community fund and investors may be affected.
In such instances priority will be given to investor returns except where we have made irrevocable commitments to
particular Community Projects.
Assumptions for the LED lighting schemes financial modelling are less complex, although there are still areas of risk
within these – of which the key areas include – lighting burn hours (hours of use), degradation rate and lifespan of the
fittings, and electricity price inflation.
In respect to these new projects, the sources for and assumptions behind these projections are as follows.
For the LED projects, revenue streams are calculated to deliver the 3% returns to investors on the basis of installation
costs (including amounts for the stock of spares) and an annual Community Fund contribution of £1,200. The
revenues are split into quarterly amounts weighted 30%, 20%, 20% and 30% to reflect the likely greater lighting
requirements in the darker Q1 and Q4 winter quarters.
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For the Solar PV, the revenue streams are derived from payments made per kWh consumed on site and per kWh
exported. Thus, they depend on the performance of the panels in terms of generation output and the revenue streams
that are associated with that output. Generation output assumptions are based on those provided by Joju Ltd. The
revenue streams are indexed to the Retail Price Index (RPI), assuming inflation at 2.0% per year.
Firstly, revenues for on-site consumption start at 14p/kWh payable to us by TCSET under the Power Purchase
Agreements contained in the Lease. Onsite consumption is assumed to account for 85% of generation output.
Secondly, revenues for exported output (the remaining 15% of output) is assumed to be sold at 5p/kWh based on the
initial Smart Export Guarantee (SEG) tariff agreed with our chosen export counterparty. The total revenue streams
over time reflect assumptions about annual degradation in panel performance, which is assumed to decline at some
0.5% per year to match performance warranties provided by manufacturers.
The £1800 annual operating costs shown in Table 3 are assumed to increase annually by RPI. They include insurance
against installation damage and any income loss associated with such damage beyond that provided in warranties
provided by the equipment manufacturer. This insurance will be through our existing insurer, Naturesave, with whom
we insure all our current installations. We have also assumed predicted maintenance costs with our current
maintenance provider Joju Ltd and a relatively small incremental management and administration cost.
Other assumptions on which the long-term financial projections are based are as follows:
•

•

•

Inverter replacement. We anticipate that the three inverters, which are required to turn the DC energy from
the panels into AC energy so that it can enter the grid, will on average need replacing in Years 10-12, and we
have allowed for replacement at that time. The inverters will be under warranty for 5 years. The inverters are
assumed to fail outside warranty once each at a total cost of £9,000, equivalent to about 10% of total
installation cost.
PV system removal. To reflect the terms of the Lease we have assumed payment for taking down and
reinstating the PV system once during the course of the 16 years to allow major roof repair works. We have
allowed £16,000 for this operation on 2 of the 3 roofs.
Capital Depreciation. Taken on a flat line basis over 10 and 16 years (i.e. at 10% and 6.6% per year of the
initial capital costs respectively for the LED and Solar projects). In the financial model, capital costs include
20% VAT for the LED schemes which are recoverable in the next following quarter. This cost is not reflected
in the capital costs of the Solar installation which implicitly assumes that the VAT-related cash flow timing
implications (amounting to some £20,000) are managed by the total SE24 businesses. Essentially, we have
adopted the position that we would prefer to manage this cash flow burden for a quarter rather than raise
£20,000 of long-term capital with consequential interest costs of 3% per annum.

Projected payments to investors
After meeting our operating costs our next consideration is paying a combination of dividends to shareholders and
repaying the capital invested. We have elected to pay investors at the end of each year2 of the 10 and 15-year share
schemes respectively for the aggregated LED and Solar PV projects as shown in Table 4 below.

2

Likely to take place in September, aligning with the payments to our existing investors.
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The LED projects’ share repayment rates are £117.23 per year per £1,000 invested for 10 years from the end of Year 1
calculated on an annuity basis to deliver a projected 3% annual return. Dividends (or interest repayments) for the
shareholder represent 25.59% of total shareholder payments in Year 1 but only 2.91% of payments in year 10.
Table 4: Payments for LED shareholdings
Payments to shareholders will be £117.23 per annum per £1,000 invested; £15,535 per annum in total (Table 2).
The Table below shows how the annual payment per £1,000 invested is divided between capital repayment and
dividend through the years and the percentage of the annual payment that the dividends comprise.

year 1
year 2
year 3
year 4
year 5
year 6
year 7
year 8
year 9
year 10

Payment per £1000
invested (£)
117.23
117.23
117.23
117.23
117.23
117.23
117.23
117.23
117.23
117.23

Of which capital repayment
(£)
87.23
89.85
92.54
95.32
98.18
101.12
104.16
107.28
110.50
113.82

of which dividend (£)
30.00
27.38
24.69
21.91
19.05
16.11
13.07
9.95
6.73
3.41

Percentage of annual
payment which is
dividend (%)
25.59%
23.36%
21.06%
18.69%
16.25%
13.74%
11.15%
8.49%
5.74%
2.91%

Table 5: Payments for solar shareholdings
Payments to shareholders will be £83.77 per annum for 15 years per £1,000 invested; £8,619 per year in total (Table
A3).
The Table below shows how the annual payment per £1,000 invested is divided between capital repayment and
dividend through the years and the percentage of the annual payment that the dividends comprise.

Period

Payment per £1000
invested

Of which capital
repayment

of which dividend

% of annual
payment which is
dividend

year 1

83.77

53.77

30.00

35.81%

year 2

83.77

55.38

28.39

33.89%

year 3

83.77

57.04

26.73

31.90%

year 4

83.77

58.75

25.02

29.86%

year 5

83.77

60.52

23.25

27.76%

year 6

83.77

62.33

21.44

25.59%

year 7

83.77

64.20

19.57

23.36%

year 8

83.77

66.13

17.64

21.06%
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year 9

83.77

68.11

15.66

18.69%

year 10

83.77

70.16

13.61

16.25%

year 11

83.77

72.26

11.51

13.74%

year 12

83.77

74.43

9.34

11.15%

year 13

83.77

76.66

7.11

8.49%

year 14

83.77

78.96

4.81

5.74%

year 15

83.77

81.33

2.44

2.91%

The Solar projects share repayment rates are £83.77 per year per £1,000 invested for 15 years from the end of Year 1
calculated on an annuity basis to deliver a projected 3% annual return. Dividends (or interest repayments) for the
shareholder represent 35.81% of total shareholder payments in Year 1 but only 2.91% of payments in year 10.
It is assumed that all 3 projects will be operational by September 2021 and the first payments to investors will be
made in September 2022. When shareholders receive their payments SE24 will say which of the total is dividend and
which capital in an accompanying statement so shareholders can complete their tax returns. Dividend, but not capital,
repayments are taxable.

Reserves
The Tables in Annex A show the incremental impact of these projects on SE24 reserves is relatively large in the first
year and accumulates to over £65k over the 16-year period, or more if tax is not payable over £80k because capital
allowances shield payable tax. Combined with latest SE24 cash flow projections from our existing portfolio of
projects, these levels of reserves provide strong cover for our prospective shareholder repayments and a fund to meet
equipment breakdown costs not covered by warranties and insurances.
SE24 will fund activities that meet our Community Fund objectives from our accumulated reserves, supplemented as
outlined above by the impact of the new projects. The projected accumulated reserves from the new projects climb
steadily until the solar inverter replacements (shown in Year 11/12) and in our prudent Base Case reach over £65k by
the 16th year and over £80k if we assume (as likely) there is no tax to pay. In practice, we would distribute from
reserves to our Community Fund over the course of the 16 years, while capital outlays for replacing equipment such as
inverters are unlikely to all arise in one year. In considering distributions to investors and payments into the
Community Benefit Fund, SE24 will take account the cost of replacing equipment and its impact on cash flows.
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9. SHARE OFFER TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Membership
Membership is open to individuals who are over 16 years of age, corporate bodies and voluntary organisations.
Shareholdings
The minimum shareholding is £250, and the maximum is £25,000.
Offer timetable
The offer period is 18th June – 18th July 2021
Share Withdrawal
The shares in a Community Benefit Society are not transferable, which means that they cannot be bought and sold
except through the society and the value of the shares cannot increase beyond their nominal £1 value and will fall as
capital is returned as part of investor payments during the remaining relatively long lives of our assets and contracts.
Whilst the expected asset and contract lives are long term (up to 18 years away for our Walworth Road Methodist
Church Hall site), shares may be withdrawn at an earlier stage at the discretion of the SE24 Board of Directors. After 2
years, any members who wish to withdraw their shares, either in part or in full, can apply to the Board. The Board will
then consider applications to meet the repayment considering the funds available and our ability to raise new funds.
The Board will consider withdrawal applications once every twelve months and if applications to withdraw shares
exceed the available funds, repayments will be offered on a pro-rata basis.
We managed a significant share withdrawal of some £30,000 in 2019/20 through finding replacement investors for
£23,000 and the remaining £7,000 from SE24 reserves, but this cannot be relied upon. Potential investors are advised
to consider this as a long-term investment which may not be readily re-convertible into cash.
Payment of Interest
Provision is made in the SE24 Rules for payment of interest on shares at rates sufficient to attract the required capital.
The rate of 3% is our target for this share offer but the actual dividends in any year will be determined by members
each year at the annual general meeting (AGM). At our extraordinary general meeting (EGM) on May 27th, 2021, it
was agreed to pay interest on an annual basis with the first payments as above. The Board anticipate that the project
will return a projected 3% and will give priority to achieving that objective. For more detail on this please see the
descriptions in Annex A.
Nomination option
In the event of the death of a member, the repaid value of the shares will normally be added to the estate for probate
purposes. You may (if you wish) elect to nominate a recipient for the value of the shares (but only up to £5,000) and
thus (under current legislation) remove up to 5,000 shares from your estate for probate purposes (i.e. the shares may
pass to the nominee outside the Will of the deceased). SE24 will maintain a register of nominees.
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Your application
You cannot withdraw your application for shares after we receive your application form. Any amounts to be invested
are payable in full on application. The Board do not have to accept your application for shares. They may decide
not to issue shares to you or may allocate you fewer shares than you applied for. They do not have to give any reasons
for their decision. Your application will be considered for approval at the first convenient board of directors meeting
after the closing date of the offer. Neither SE24 nor any of its directors can provide investment advice, tax advice or
recommendations to investors.
Your payment
SE24 will acknowledge receipt of your cheque or your bank transfer and application and may cash your cheque as
soon as it is received. SE24 will hold your money on trust for you until the Board consider your application, which
will be after the offer closes. The Board will return your money to you (within 28 days of the directors’ meeting at
which they consider your application) if they decide not to issue shares to you. If they decide to issue fewer shares to
you than you applied for, they will return the balance to you (within 28 days of the directors’ meeting). If project
developments are delayed but appear likely to proceed in a reasonable time the Board may hold on to some money for
completing project commissioning and operation. But the end-date for this arrangement in respect of this Share Offer
is December 2021.
If we raise more than we are ultimately able to spend on the three projects, including the solar PV systems, then we
will return the ‘surplus’ capital to investors.
Asset lock
The assets of SE24 are protected by an asset lock that ensures that the assets of the society are used to support the aims
of the society in perpetuity. This prevents disposal of assets to the sole purpose of private gain of any shareholder.
Membership rules and rights
Anyone over the age of 16 may become a member of a society if they meet the membership criteria and are accepted
by the board.
All members agree to participate in and take an active interest in the operation and development of the society and its
business. All members will be invited to attend AGMs. Members have a duty to respect the confidential nature of the
business decisions of the society and to follow the procedures contained in the rules which are on our website at
http://www.se24.co.uk/files/2021/05/Registration_of_New_Society-1.pdf
All community benefit societies are based on the principle of one-member-one-vote regardless of the size of
investment.
Voting
All members will be invited to an AGM)at which our annual report and accounts are considered, auditors are
appointed, directors are elected, and decisions are taken on the use of profits and any resolutions to change the rules of
the society. All the decisions are based on the principle of one-member-one-vote. It is important that members attend
the general meetings as the rules set a quorum for decisions to be valid. (See Rules for further details). Members will
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also be invited to any EGM, on the same basis, if the directors determine that one is required.
Board eligibility
The good governance of a society depends on having an active board of directors, elected by the members, to oversee
the affairs of the society. At our latest AGM, we have already appointed Alan Jones as Chair, Harriet Lamb as ViceChair, Mark Hughes as Treasurer and Jim Belben as Secretary. Other Board members include Laura Wilson, Colin
Crooks and Paul Hallas.
Investment at risk
SE24 is a society for the benefit of the community, and we are allowed by law to issue withdrawable shares to the
membership; however, we are not directly regulated by a statutory body. As with all risk investments, withdrawable
shares could lose some or all their value and (as explained above) they are not protected by the Government’s
Financial Services Compensation Scheme or the Financial Ombudsman Service.

10. RISKS
All investments and commercial activities carry risk. By buying shares, members should weigh up financial risk and
reward as they would with any other investment opportunity.
All Investors in SE24 both new investors in this new Share Offer and existing investors will be treated identically in
terms of all expected payments to shareholders under different share offers are backed by the cash flows of all the
assets in the portfolio. So investors in this Share Offer will also have their share repayment expectations secured by
the cash flows derived from the existing portfolio. This is referred to as a single pocket principle and treats new
shareholders identically to existing shareholders as regards the dividend expectation and return that was offered in the
share offer when they joined.
This is why we cover in this Share Offer document the performance expectation of the existing SE24 portfolio of
assets at its 6 sites that are now beyond the risk of construction, commissioning and early operation.
The Board of Directors considers that the following risks are the most material:
•
•

•

•

Weather variation – Solar PV relies upon the sun to generate electricity. Whilst the level of solar irradiance
is largely predictable, an extended period of very low solar irradiance would reduce SE24’s income.
Failure or breakdown of panels – Solar PV is typically a low maintenance technology; however, if panels do
breakdown this may reduce SE24’s income. Our panels will be covered by a 25-year warranty, and insurance
will be in place to cover most potential losses should this occur.
Failure or breakdown of the invertors – Invertors are typically more prone to breakdown than the panels
themselves. If this were to occur it could reduce SE24’s income. Our inverters will be covered by a 5-year
warranty, and insurance will be in place to cover most potential losses should this occur within or outside the
warranty period.
Failure of breakdown of light fittings or lamps – LED lighting is an established and typically a low
maintenance technology; however, if a large number of LED lights breakdown this may reduce SE24’s
income. The lighting will be covered by 5 year manufacturer’s warranties, and extra fittings will be provided
to the schools to cover most potential losses should this occur.
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•

•

•

•

•

Theft and damage – The installations may become damaged through vandalism, or accidental damage, or
may be stolen. Our insurance will cover replacement or repair of the panels and will cover most potential
losses should this occur.
Regulation of our Feed In Tariff subsidies for all of our solar PV sites except the new sites covered by this
Share Offer provide substantial income support for our schemes. Government has maintained that it will make
no retrospective adjustment to these subsidies. We and a vast number of investors in renewable energy have
good faith that this historic contractual position will be sustained.
Insolvency of partners – This is a risk if one of our partners became insolvent and could not pay their on-site
consumption tariff. We draw comfort from the fact that Dulwich College (the largest existing partner for the
SE24 business) has been on-site since 1619 and St Christopher’s Hospice is celebrating 50 years of hospice
care this year. The two church institutions are long-standing and provide for many users in addition to the
churches themselves. Similarly, the TCSET is a well-established and growing institution. Herne Hill, Dulwich
and Sydenham are thriving communities with a need for the facilities and services that all our sites offer.
Economic conditions - Whilst analysis has been conducted of “stressed” scenarios, changes to the level of
economic assumptions including but not limited to inflation, insurance costs and operation and maintenance
costs could have a material effect on the level of return to both the Community Benefit Fund and investors.
We have had examples of such adverse impacts due to the impact of the latest Covid pandemic on the on-site
consumption on some of our sites, some availability issues on certain sites (with difficulties in organising
timely solutions to performance issues) and the associated negative impact on our income and contributions to
reserves. Annex B provides more commentary on this in the context of a comparison with these latest
projections compared to the projections issued with the 2017 Share Offer.
RPI Assumptions The financial performance of each of the SE24 projects is sensitive to changes in RPI.
Payments payable under the Government’s FiT subsidy scheme are RPI indexed as are the PPA terms for onsite consumption with site host partners. If RPI inflation rate were to increase to 3% (instead of 2 % assumed)
and was maintained for the full 16 years our investor cover ratio on the base case scenario would increase to
1.31 from 1.19, providing some £20,000 more in the accumulated reserves available to the community fund by
the end of the 16 year projection period. Conversely if inflation fell to 1% per year for the entire 16 years our
investor cover ratio on the base case scenario would decrease to 1.17 and our accumulated reserves and cash
available to our Community Benefit Fund would fall by some £20,000.

Whilst the board of directors has endeavoured to minimise the above risks, potential investors should be aware of the
potential impact of these risks on the ability of SE24 to provide a 3% return and repay invested share capital. If you
are uncertain whether investing in SE24 is right for you, you should consult an Independent Financial Advisor.

11. THE FUTURE FOR SE24
The Feed in Tariff (FiT) constitutes a significant portion of the revenue stream for our existing solar projects.
However, from April 2019 FiT rates for new projects were withdrawn completely. Recent projects have relied upon
support from external sources such as the BA Carbon Fund and the GLA’s London Community Energy Fund and we
have launched our LED lighting scheme as a response to the reduced comparative financial feasibility of smaller solar
sites.
We remain optimistic that Government, both central and local, will continue to provide support systems and routes to
market for Community Energy projects. These combined with the falling price of technology will allow SE24 to
continue to develop solar and LED schemes or other types of renewable energy project.
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In addition, there are other alternative business models that we intend to explore. These may include:
•
•
•
•
•

Installing Renewable Heat installations.
Collective purchasing on energy efficiency measures for local residents
Installing Electric Vehicle charging facilities, where appropriate, e.g., on existing partners’ sites.
Combining battery storage with solar PV installations.
Finding larger projects that can proceed without government subsidy perhaps in concert with other
organisations and taking advantage of a growing corporate PPA market to purchase electricity at competitive
rates.

Over the next few years we will be framing our specific plans in more detail and inviting project partners in these
areas to approach us for financial support. SE24 have worked hard to create a community investment opportunity that
balances risk and reward and that also meets our ambitious social aims. We will continue to do so, albeit using
different technologies or business models. Please keep in touch via our website, www.se24.co.uk, for information
about future share offer opportunities. SE24 will continue to strive towards a future where everyone has access to
clean energy at an affordable price.

12. COMMUNICATION AND ADVISORS
All communications will be by email. The registered address of SE24 is: 8 Poplar Walk, Herne Hill, London SE24
0BU. Telephone 07717 781 191.
SE24 Accounting and Tax advisers are: Shruti Soni, Shruti Soni Limited, Chislehurst Business Centre, 1 Bromley
Lane, Chislehurst BR7 6LH.

13. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In the projections and analyses presented above and in more detail in Annex A, the new LED and solar projects add to
the cash flow of the SE24 portfolio. On the assumption that tax is payable on these revenues and profits, SE24
reserves will expand by some £65k (or over £80k assuming no tax payable) by 2036. Over the same time period the
existing SE24 portfolio, assuming no tax payments and the tax shield provided by 100% capital allowances, is
expected to provide accumulated reserves of £72,433 (see Table A7 in Annex A).
To be sustainable without reliance on unpaid volunteers we have included additional project management and business
development costs of £2,000 annually. This reduces the aggregate accumulated reserves by 2036 to £100,755. It also
suggests that SE24 can be funding Community Benefit projects to the tune of £6,000 annually for the next 16 years.
We have also calculated the level of cash flow security attached to total investor payments by calculating the
aggregate ratio of free cash flow before payments to shareholders as a proportion of payments to shareholders over the
16 years. This Investor Payment Cover Ratio (IPCR) is 1.19 in the base case and is relatively robust to obvious
sensitivities such as higher operating costs or lower output and differences in the rate of inflation. Table A10 in Annex
A reports on these sensitivity tests.
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ANNEX A: FINANCIAL MODELLING

Introduction
This Annex follows a sequential approach to describe the financial prospects for SE24:
•

•

•
•

It starts with a description of the expected financial impact of the new solar PV project. This has a financial modelling horizon of 16 years where SE24 will earn income
from on-site consumption and income from export. Embedded in this financial modelling are investor repayments over 15 years aiming to provide investors a return of
3% on their investment.
It then does the same for the new LED projects in aggregate. Income here is solely from TCSET who provide SE24 with a 10-year contract to allow recovery of costs and
return to investors and a contribution to SE24’s Community Fund with an ongoing obligation to provide additional LED lights and fittings at cost if the initial spares
provided do not prove sufficient. Here investor repayments match the 10-year horizon of the contract also aiming to provide a 3% return .
There then follows a description of the recent and expected performance of the existing SE24 portfolio. For the existing portfolio financial results there are some
comparisons drawn with the 2017 Share Offer.
Finally, there is a consolidated set of financial projections adding the new projects to the existing portfolio to give indications of the financial prospects for all investors
across the total enhanced portfolio.

1. The Charter North Dulwich Solar Project
Installing this 117kWp project is expected to cost before VAT some £102,900.
Because SE24 have received £14,300 in grants to cover project development costs including feasibility and design, legal and project development/management costs, this
capital installation cost is all that is needed to be funded from SE24 investors.
Financing that investment over 15 years with an annuity payments schedule at an interest rate of 3% will require annual investor payments of £8,619 (flat nominal) or £83.77
per year for each £1000 invested.
The projected annual operating costs of £1,800, rising with inflation are comprised of some £800 for maintenance from our maintenance contractor Joju Ltd, incremental
insurance costs of £375 secured through our insurance broker Naturesave, and some £625 annually for project management and administration.
The following 2021 financial performance metrics are based on assumptions of: 117 kW peak installed capacity, potential output at 811 hours per kW peak, 95% asset
availability when built, annual output performance degradation of 0.5% per year, 85% of generation consumed on site and 15% exported, with the 2021 year starting in
October 2021, the first full month after commissioning.
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Table A1: Solar Project: Output and Financial performance 2021
Unit

Value in 2021

Generation

MWh

90.6

Export

MWh

13.6

Site consumption

MWh

77

Export tariff

£/MWh

50

Site tariff

£/MWh

140

Market tariff

£/MWh

158

Export revenues

£

679

Site revenues

£

10,779

Total revenue

£

11,459

Operation Costs

£

1,800

Gross Margin

£

9,659

Depreciation

£

6,791

Dividend

£

3,087

Taxable

£

-219

TAX@20%

£

-44

Investor payments

£

8,619

Cash profit

£

1,083

Inverter replacement/ROOF FIX

£

0

Change to reserves

£

1,083

Reserves

£

1,083
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With these assumptions applied over the 16-years of the Lease agreement, revenues grow from £11,459 in 2021 (year commencing October 2021) to £14,305 by year 2036.
Gross and Net Margins (Cash Profit) increase, and Reserves rise from £1,083 in 2021 to £9,286 by 2036.
We assume that inverters will fail on average twice; one of these paid for through warranties and another paid for by SE24. Thus, we assume a payment of £12,000 is made in
the 16-year period
We assume that SE24 will become required to take off and re-instate panels on 2 of the 3 roofs where we have panels to allow an extensive roof repair over the 16 years. This
is estimated to cost £13,000.
In these calculations we have assumed for prudence that some tax is payable. The evidence from our existing portfolio is that capital allowances shield SE24 from tax for a
long period of time and potentially for all the SE24 project horizon. If these likely circumstances prevail the accumulated reserves position by 2036 rises to £17,488.
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2. The LED projects
The 2 school sites where SE24 is installing LEDs have installation costs as shown in Table A2.1.
Table A2.1: LED project costs, grant and required funding (£s)
CSND

CD

Total

VAT

Installation costs

149,600

29,160

178,760

29,793

Project management

6,500

3,500

10,000

Grant Funding

44,861

11,386

56,247

Required Funding

111,239

21274

132,513

With grant funding of £56,247, SE24 have to raise the balance of £132,513. With investors being paid back over the 10 years in an annuity payment profile delivering 3%
returns, this requires annual investor payments of £15,535 (or £117.23 per £1000 invested every year for 10 years). The contract price that TCSET pays SE24 also includes an
annual contribution of £1200 per year as shown in Table .
The Financial impact on SE24 in the first 2 years also recognises the collection of a VAT Refund of 20% of the capital costs of the 2 installations so £29,793.
Table A2.2: Annual Contract Price to SE24 (£s)
Investor costs

15,535

Contribution to Community Fund

1,200

Total

16,735

Over the 10-year contract term accumulated reserves grow to some £56k assuming tax paid over the 10-year term. If, as anticipated, capital allowances provide a significant
shield to tax, no tax will be paid and total accumulated reserves by the end of 2030 will be some £70k.
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Taking the 3 new projects together and our prudent Base Case cash flow projections, we expect cumulated reserves over the 16-year period to have the profile shown in Table
A3 below.
The Financial Impact on SE24
The immediate financial impact of the new projects in 2021 is an addition of £33.9k. This is dominated by the VAT refund of £29,793. But this impact has a flat and then
slightly upward projection ending in an addition to reserves of £65.6k by 2036.
Table A3: Financial Impact on SE24. Accumulated Reserves
New projects
total

£

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

2031

2032

2033

2034

2035

2036

33,924

37,844

41,784

45,743

49,721

40,716

44,726

48,751

52,788

44,836

46,642

48,534

50,513

52,581

54,736

65,601

These projections assume tax is paid. If - as is likely - no tax is paid as a consequence of the shield provided by capital allowances, then accumulated reserves by the end of
2036 total £82k.
The profile has a shape that it does for the following main effects:
•
•
•

in the first year SE24 benefits from the significant VAT refund of £29,793.
the cash surplus built up in the early years gets reduced by expected spends on inverters and removing and re-instating panels to allow for major roof repairs (which in
our Lease we are required to do for one time only)
in the final year of operation under the 16-year Lease with TCSET SE24 has no payments to investors but still attracts income from TCSET in relation to consumption
at CSND and exports before it hands over the solar PV system to TCSET.

The works include proposals to retrofit the following areas with a combination of new fittings and lamp replacements to maximise both the energy consumption (and carbon
reductions) per £ invested, in addition to enabling the schools to upgrade their lighting systems aesthetically and improve wellbeing of the staff and students using the spaces.
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LED Project Proposals (installation details)
Areas covered: Charter North Dulwich:
o Sports Centre
o A Block
o B Block
o C Block

Areas covered: Charles Dickens:
o
o

Main offices
Year 6 classrooms

Table A4 Proposed fixtures and fittings (subject to slight adjustments)
Fixture Type

Wattage

Lifespan (hours)

Lifespan (years)

Lumens (lm)

Warranty

LED T8 Tube 1500mm (5ft) lamp

24.0

25,000

10

2,400

LED T8 Tube 1200mm (4ft) lamp

22.0

25,000

10

2,200

5.0

15,000

6

350

Delta LED CCT (round bulkhead external) fitting ADLED/CCT

14.0

56,000

23

1,271

5

Aztec LED Symmetrical floodlight AAZLED

50.0

54,000

22

7,000

5

Endurance LED recessed panel 600x600 fitting AERMLED2/60/CW

29.0

54,000

22

3,092

5

Tornado IP65 LED 5ft fitting ATORLED5

28.0

30,000

12

3,230

5

Freska LED Downlight fitting AFRLED230/CW

19.0

30,000

12

1,208

2

Delta LED CCT internal bulkhead round fitting ADLED2/WV/CCT

14.0

56,000

23

1,271

5

Encore LED Exit Sign (Running man) ANLED/3M/W

2.6

n/a

n/a

20

3

G9 lamp capsule 60043

3.0

20,000

8

250

Halo GU10 Spot lamp 05761
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3. The Existing SE24 portfolio
All SE24 investors (both new and existing investors) will be treated identically in terms of payments. Different share offers are backed by the cash flows of all the assets in
the portfolio. So new investors will also have their share repayment expectations secured by the cash flows derived from the existing portfolio.
A quarterly cash flow forecast for the existing portfolio is shown below. This includes income estimates and forecasts, as well as forecasts of costs (for maintenance,
insurance, audit, project management and administration) as well as expected payments to existing shareholders.
As referred to earlier, SE24 had an unexpected reduction in its income in 2020 and 2021 due to poor availability at some of its sites and some COVID-related reductions in
onsite consumption. Investors agreed to stagger their 2020 payments into two parts and the same staggering of payments is expected for the 2021 payments in order to
maintain levels of reserves above the £10,000 level, which is regarded as a prudent level of operational reserves.
At the end of 2020, the level of reserves minus known expenses to creditors is estimated at £10,373.
By staggering shareholder payments in this way, the level of reserves remains above £10,000 for the next 2 years.
Table A5: Two-year cash flow projections of the existing SE24 portfolio
£
Opening/Closing
Balance

Q1
10,373
(opening balance)

Income

-

Costs

-

Shareholder
Payments
Change to
balance

-

Q2

Q3

Q4

2021 total

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

2022 total

-

-

-

-

16,055
(closing balance)

-

-

-

-

13,983
(closing balance)

2,111

7,332

14,143

3,414

27,000

2,142

7,442

14,355

3,466

27,405

1,250

1,250

1,250

1,250

5,000

1,250

1,250

1,250

1,250

5,000

-

-

-

16,852

-

2,164

5,682

892

16,852
3,213

24,477

6,082

8,426
1,967

-

861

16,852
3,425

2,216

-2072
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4. Projections of the Financial Performance of the existing SE24 portfolio
Rolling forward the projections to 2023 and beyond involves making assumptions on how each component of the cash flow will change over time. On costs we assumed that
they would increase in line with RPI (2% per year) from a 2023 assumed base of £5,500 (a 10% uplift on the 2020, 2021 and 2022) expectation. On generation income we
assumed a 1.5% increase per year representing a combination of inflation (2%) and annual degradation of 0.5%. Shareholder payments are flat in nominal terms (annuity
payment profiles) at £16,318 per year. Thus in 2023 the existing portfolio performs as follows.

Table A6: Performance of the existing SE24 portfolio in 2023, forecast
Income

27,816

Costs

5,500

Shareholder payments
Change

16,852
5,998

Opening reserves

13,983

Closing reserves

19,981

Beyond 2023, we need to make assumptions on when inverters fail and need replacing and when panels need to be taken off roofs to allow repair and then re-instated to
continue generation. Inverters generally have a 10-year life. In the existing SE24 portfolio there are 9 inverters, 8 of which are operating within their 5-year warranty. One
inverter is already a replacement. Assuming unit inverter costs of £2,000 for the 3 smaller sites and £3,000 for the larger sites, this gives a total inverter replacement cost of
£24k assuming one replacement of each inverter.
In the existing portfolio two of the roofs have had a major repair, one before our solar PV systems were installed, and one post-installation where SE24 paid for the removal
and re-instatement of the panels. The two Dulwich College roofs were nearly brand new and metal when the installations were installed so we expect no repair-related work.
At St Christopher’s (2 roofs) and at Walworth Methodist
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Church it is possible that roof repair requirements will trigger removal and re-instatement work giving a total cost of £23k (using a unit cost of £7,666 as per a recent Joju
estimates).
We have spread these costs over the portfolio cash flows as shown in Table A7

Table A7: Cash flow projections for the SE24 existing portfolio, from 2024 onwards
2023
Using a 2023
base

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

2031

2032

2033

2034

2035

2036

28,233

28,657

29,087

29,523

29,966

30,415

30,872

31,335

31,805

32,282

32,766

33,257

33,756

Annual
increment

Income

£

*1.5%pa

Costs

£

*2%

5,610

5,722

5,837

5,953

6,072

6,194

6,318

6,444

6,573

6,704

6,839

6,975

7,115

Shareholder
Payments

£

(flat)

16,852

16,852

16,852

16,852

16,852

16,852

16,852

16,852

16,852

16,852

16,852

16,852

16,852

Inverter
replacements

£

0

0

0

8,000

0

0

8,000

0

8,000

0

0

0

0

Roof removals

£

0

0

7,667

0

0

7,667

0

0

0

7,667

0

0

0

Delta

£

5,771

6,082

-1269

-1282

7,041

-297

-298

8,038

380

1,059

9,075

9,430

9,789

Reserves

£

24,684

30,767

29,498

28,216

35,257

34,960

34,662

42,700

43,079

44,138

52,214

62,644

72,433
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5. Cash flow projections for the consolidated SE24 portfolio (with the new projects), from 2021 onwards
The above cash flow projections allow a combined SE24 cash flow position to be constructed as shown in Table A8 below.
As is evident the total cash flow grows reserves to a total of £138,043 by the end of 2036. This table includes tax payments in respect of the new projects which we assume
will not be payable. Adding back this tax paid increases the levels of 2036 reserves to over £150k.
In order to improve the sustainability of the SE24 organisation and reduce dependency on volunteers we have added a theoretical additional administration cost of £2000 per
year. This reduces the final 2036 reserves figure to £ 100,755 (or some £115k adding back the tax).

Table A8: Financial reserves projections for combined new and existing portfolio
2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

2031

2032

2033

2034

2035

2036

North Dulwich Solar
Reserves
LED Reserves

£

1,083

£

32,841

New projects total

£

33,924

37,844

41,784

45,743

49,721

40,716

44,726

48,751

52,788

44,836

46,642

48,534

50,513

52,581

54,736

65,601

Existing Reserves

£

15,521

13,449

18,913

24,684

30,767

29,498

28,215

35,257

34,960

34,662

42,700

43,079

44,138

53,214

62,644

72,433

Total Reserves

£

49,445

51,293

60,697

70,428

80,488

70,214

72,942

84,008

87,748

79,498

89,342

91,614

94,652

105,795

117,387

138,043

Total Reserves (with
admin)

£

47,445

47,253

54,576

62,184

70,080

57,598

58,073

66,842

68,239

57,599

65,005

64,790

65,291

73,847

82,794

100,755
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The security of the cash flows to meet SE24 investor payments can be tested by comparing the cash flows before investor payments to investor payments as an ‘Investor
Payment Cover Ratio’.
𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =

𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑠 + 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠
𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠

This is done in Table A9 below. This ratio can also be calculated to indicate the sensitivity of the Investor Payment Cover Ratio (IPCR) for certain external events.

Table A9: Base case Investor Payments for the new projects and the existing portfolio and the calculated Cover Ratio
Solar

£

£122,289

LEDs

£

£131,896

Existing Portfolio

£

£269,632

Total Investor Payments

£

£530,817

Final Reserves plus investor payments

£

£631,572

Cover ratio

1.19

These calculations again include a tax paid amount of £16,204 on the new projects which if included would increase the IPCR to 1.22.
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Table A10: Exploring the impact of sensitivities on portfolio cover ratio.
The following Sensitivity Tests were run to test the robustness of the payments to investors. Results are presented in terms of the impact on the 1.19 Base Case IPCR.
Scenario

Scenario description

Cover ratio

Base Case

Expected scenario

1.19

Sensitivity 1.1

PV output 5% below expected

1.17

Sensitivity 1.2

PV output 10% below expected

1.11

Sensitivity 2.1

Inflation at 1% (as opposed to 2%)

1.17

Sensitivity 2.2

Inflation at 3% (as opposed to 2%)

1.31

Sensitivity 3

Operating costs 10% higher than expected

1.17
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ANNEX B: COMPARISON TO THE PROJECTIONS IN THE 2017 SHARE
OFFER
Our last significant Share Offer document, in 2017, contained a variety of projections of financial performance which
are compared to our current projections in Table B1 below.
Table B1: Comparing previous Share Offer projections to current projections.
Revised Projections

2017 Share offer
27,816 Document

2023 income

£

26,145

2023 Costs

£

5,500

5,883

Shareholder Payments

£

16,852

19,390

Inverter replacements

£

24,000

23,457

Tax

£

0

14,454

Roof removals

£

23,000

0

2023 Reserves

£

18,913

53,510

2036 Reserves

£

72,433

61,388

This Annex explains these differences for each of these component parts.
•
•

•

•

•

The revised income projection builds in the expected income addition from the Walworth Road site (perhaps
£2.5k) but also recognises the availability failures at some sites.
We have kept our administration costs low by using volunteer support. But the new projections include an
additional £2,000 per year of administration costs to facilitate support for project development and
community fund management. Including these extra costs in the comparison means are revised costs in
2023 are £7,500.
Shareholder payments are some £2,500 lower compared to initial projections for two main reasons. The VAT
refund associated with one of the sites at Dulwich College arrived in time to finance a proportion of what
needed to be raised and retained from our investors. Thus £25k was returned to investors in 2019.
Additionally, in the funded exit of two large shareholders over £7k of the required some £30k was funded
from retained reserves. As a consequence, shareholder payment liabilities are some £30k lower, and annual
shareholder payment liabilities are some £2,500 less than they would otherwise have been.
Our starting levels of reserves in 2023 are lower than originally expected for two main reasons. First, they do
not include the £30k levels of funds raised as described above. Secondly, they are £5k lower because of the
incremental funds contributed to finance the Walworth Road facility above that covered by the grant from the
BA Carbon Fund.
Principally because of a slightly higher level of income and a much lower level of annual shareholder
payments the cumulative effects of the changes since the 2017 Share Offer have led to a higher level of
accumulated reserves by 2036.
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ANNEX C: SE24 ACCOUNTS AND CORPORATION TAX RETURNS
These can be downloaded from our website here:
2019 Accounts: http://www.se24.co.uk/files/2021/05/SE24-Accounts-2019-V9_encrypted_.pdf.
Please note: 2020 Accounts are currently in preparation and should be available around 23 June 2021.
2019 Corporation Tax return: http://www.se24.co.uk/files/2021/05/Corporation-Tax-Successfull-submissionSustainable-Energy-24-Limited-2019-Tax-Return-2.pdf
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ANNEX D: SHARE OFFER APPLICATION FORM

Guidance notes
WHO CAN APPLY ?
To become a member and shareholder of Sustainable Energy 24 Ltd (SE24) you must purchase at least 250
shares. The maximum is 25,000 shares per member. Each share costs £1. Annual interest payments will be
based on the number of shares you hold but you will only have one vote regardless of the number of shares
that you hold.
You may apply as an individual or on behalf of an organisation. Joint applications are accepted for up to two
people who share an address and a bank account.
In accordance with our Rules, those under 16 years of age cannot become Members. You may invest as a
trustee or nominee on behalf of a child. Please seek advice on any tax implications. Shares issued in these
circumstances could be transferred to a child when he or she reaches the age of 16.

HOW TO BUY SHARES
Share offer open: 18th June 2021
Share offer closes: 18th July 2021
To buy shares offline fill in this form and return (by post or electronically) to:
Sustainable Energy 24 Ltd
8 Poplar Walk
London
SE24 0BU
alan.adr.jones@gmail.com
Offline payments may be made via bank transfer or cheque. Our bank details are:
Sustainable Energy 24 Ltd
The Co-operative Bank

Sustainable Energy 24 Ltd. is Registered with the Financial Conduct Authority, No. 7152. Registered office: 8
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Account: 65769153
Sort Code: 08-92-99
When paying by bank transfer, please add a reference to your payment, comprising your initials and your
date of birth (no spaces). Also add this reference to this form.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF YOUR APPLICATION
You cannot withdraw your application for shares once SE24 receives your application form. The SE24
Directors can refuse your application for shares. They may decide not to issue shares to you or may allocate
you fewer shares than you applied for. They do not have to give any reason for their decision. Your
application will be considered for approval at the first convenient Board of Directors meeting following the
close of the invitation period, and therefore you should not expect an immediate response.

YOUR PAYMENT
The Directors will acknowledge receipt of your payment and application. If we are over-subscribed, then
small investors (i.e. those investing between £250 and £1000) will be given priority. The Directors will
return over-subscribed money to you within 28 days of the close of the offer. The money will belong to the
Society (and the Directors will no longer hold it in trust for you) as soon as the Directors issue shares to you
(to the extent that they take it as payment for shares). SE24 will not pay you interest on any money it returns
to you.

YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO SE24
In applying for shares you make the following commitments:
•
•
•

Any cheque payments will be honoured on presentation.
You, as an individual, are at least 16 years of age.
You will supply us with proof of your identity and address if the Directors ask for it. We may need
to do this to comply with the Money Laundering Regulations 2007. The Directors may have to hold
back your shares until they see this.

MISCELLANEOUS
The law of England applies to these terms. The courts of England and Wales have exclusive jurisdiction.
You will be bound by the Rules of SE24 (as may be amended from time to time) if the Directors issue shares
to you.

Sustainable Energy 24 Ltd. is Registered with the Financial Conduct Authority, No. 7152. Registered office: 8
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The registered address for Sustainable Energy 24 Ltd is:
Sustainable Energy 24 Ltd
8 Poplar Walk
London
SE24 0BU
Our Bankers:
The Co-operative Bank Plc,
P.O. Box 250,
Delf House,
Southway,
Skelmersdale WN8 6WT
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Share offer application form

IMPORTANT
Before completing this application form, you should:
•
•
•
•

Read the accompanying Share Offer Document
Pay attention to the risk factors.
Consider taking financial or other advice in relation to the Terms and Conditions of the Invitation.
Read the Rules of Sustainable Energy 24 Ltd available from www.se24.co.uk.

PLEASE USE CAPITALS AND BLACK INK
I/We/my organisation wishes to apply for shares to the total value of £___________________ in Sustainable
Energy 24 Ltd on the Terms and Conditions of the Share Offer Document dated 18th June 2021 at a price of
£1 per share (minimum shareholding 250 shares and maximum 25,000 shares):

Individual Applicant Details
Full Name
Address

Postcode
Phone Number
Email
Date of birth
Bank Sort Code
Bank Account Number
Payment Reference
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If the Applicant is Nominee for a Child
Child’s name
Child’s date of birth
Child’s address (if different
from above)

Postcode

If the Applicant is an Organisation
Organisation Name

Organisation Address

Type of organisation
Registration Number
Name of authorised signatory
signing this application
Position of authorised
signatory
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DECLARATION
I confirm my understanding that this application, if and when accepted by Sustainable Energy 24 Ltd, forms
a contract subject to English law on the Terms and Condition of the Share Offer Document. I confirm that:
• I have read the Share Offer Document, including the Risk Factors
• I am over 16
• I am not making an application for more than 25,000 shares
• I understand that the SE24 Board may reject my application and does not have to tell me why it has
been rejected, and
• I am not relying on any information which is not included in the Share Offer Document.

Signed

Print name

Date

DATA PROTECTION AND MONEY LAUNDERING
The data provided by you on this form will be stored within a computerised database. This data will only be
used by SE24 and will not be disclosed to a third party. By signing this application form you are also giving
consent to the following: (a) SE24 storing your personal information in accordance with the Data Protection
Act 1998; and (b) communication with you via electronic means.
A term of the offer is that SE24 ensures compliance with the Money Laundering Regulations 2007 and may
at its discretion require verification of identity from any person seeking to invest.
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